Operating in the Microsoft Azure
public cloud has many cost, time
and flexibility advantages. Find
your balance by combining the
benefits of Azure with a secure
VM and a proactive security team
— only available with Armor
Anywhere for Azure.

MANAGED SECURITY FOR MICROSOFT AZURE

Regain Control & Visibility

Reduce Costs, Outsource Security

Organizations depend on a multitude of environments tasked
with supporting specific business objectives.

Dangerous security threats can be mitigated or even eliminated
with the appropriate tools, processes, threat intelligence and
analysis. But the selection, purchase, integration and
management of the required security technology and services
can be expensive to deploy and difficult to manage.

For many, this strategy includes a blend of infrastructure types —
virtual clouds, public clouds or customer-owned IT environments
— that require different management, security and support levels.
Armor Anywhere allows you to instantly defend your Azure
operating systems with the top Armor security technology
and controls.

Save valuable time and outsource these challenges by allowing
Armor to defend and support your applications and data
workloads that are stored in the Microsoft Azure public cloud.

MANAGED SECURITY
VISIBILITY & CONTROL
ANY CLOUD,
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE
EASY & COST-EFFECTIVE

Armor Management Portal (AMP)
Armor’s management portal is your
window into your secure Armor Anywhere
environment. Modern and highly intuitive,
the portal is mobile-friendly and delivers
real-time data into your security posture.
Take control.
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Managed Security for Microsoft Azure
Security from the Core
Integrate Armor managed security and support to the Microsoft Azure public cloud. It’s the smart approach to building
consistent security standards and practices across data workloads, infrastructures and applications. Armor Anywhere
for Microsoft Azure enables your organization to balance security, cost-effectiveness and cloud accessibility.

DESIGNED FOR DEVOPS

CORE
Armor’s managed security-as-a-service delivers OS-level protection for private
data to various environments. Combine the benefits of the cloud with Armor’s
proactive security team.
CORE security features:

For organizations that rely on tight integration and
collaboration between development and operations
(DevOps), Armor Anywhere streamlines security and
integrates into environments without disruption.

AUTOMATED INSTALL

24-7 SECURITY

MALWARE PROTECTION

PATCH MONITORING

FILE INTEGRITY MONITORING

LOG & EVENT MANAGEMENT

EXTERNAL VULNERABILITY SCANS

SUPPORTS AUTO-SCALING

LOW ENVIRONMENT IMPACT

WIDE OS SUPPORT
Clear Compliance
Using Azure to host sensitive data? With Armor Anywhere, you can protect that data with security controls
that are designed to help meet PCI and HIPAA compliance requirements. It’s the audit-friendly approach for
defending ePHI, PII and payment data.
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